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Detection. Classification. Action.
Next Generation SharePoint Data Loss Prevention

Raising the Bar for SharePoint
Data Loss Prevention
Organizations operate in challenging
regulatory environments against
a backdrop of highly public
data breaches which results in
requirements for properly identifying
and securing terabytes of content.
The complexity of governing, tracking
and securing this content has been
magnified due to the growth of
content management systems,
like Microsoft SharePoint, which
enable content collaboration on an
enterprise-wide scale. Metalogix
Sensitive Content Manager combined
with Metalogix ControlPoint provide
wide ranging content detection,
classification and actions to support
comprehensive enterprise-wide
security, governance and compliance
strategies.

Powered by Patent Pending
Machine Learning
Metalogix redefines Data Loss
Prevention (DLP) for sensitive
content such as PII in SharePoint
both on-premises and in the cloud.
Powered by advanced machine
learning technologies, Metalogix
Sensitive Content Manager
surpasses existing data protection
strategies and provides a far higher

degree of accuracy for context
aware identification, filtering and
classification of content. Other
DLP solutions employ rules and
techniques that amount to little more
than “Ctrl + F” to find PII, Metalogix
Sensitive Content Manager provides a
forensic analysis of the true nature of
your content.

Confidently Detect the
Presence of PII
Metalogix Sensitive Content Manager
provides a highly accurate and
flexible out of the box solution
for detecting PII inside enterprise
content management systems that
can also be customized to meet
specific client needs. The combined
solution will allow clients to identify,
track, and secure documents using
advanced neural network powered
machine learning, which enables
a more robust level of contextual
content awareness inside increasingly
complex enterprise environments.
In other words the large numbers
of “false positive” results that cause
other DLP solutions to grind to a
halt are now a thing of the past for
detecting PII.

Take Action
Upon detection of PII content that
exceeds permissible thresholds,

ControlPoint can alert, isolate, or
remove policy violating files. Custom
workflows can be architected
with ease to enforce corporate
governance strategies while reducing
the workloads on SharePoint
administrators, content owners and
compliance officers.

Complete Policy Enforcement
for SharePoint PII
By leveraging ControlPoint’s
existing security, compliance
and administration capabilities,
the addition of Sensitive Content
Manager can enforce policies
using the full range of SharePoint
permissions management, auditing
and user activity reporting to content
containing PII. With on-demand

Tech Specs
Supported Systems

• SharePoint 2013 (Server & Foundation)
• SharePoint 2010 (Server & Foundation)
• Windows Server 2003, 2008 or 2012
• SQL Server 2005, 2008 or 2012
• Internet Explorer 8, 9, 10 & 11, Chrome, Firefox
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scanning, administrators can flag
specific libraries, sites, or site
collections for content discovery or
enable a real-time content shield
to perform analysis of files as they
are created, modified, moved, or
destroyed.

Real-time Content Shield
Sensitive Content Manager can be
deployed to automatically provide
almost instantaneous detection of
PII within newly added SharePoint
Content. Upon detection of content
containing PII, the upload can
be blocked or quarantined until
approved by designated content
reviewers. For documents containing
PII such as social security numbers,
Metalogix Sensitive Content Manager
infuses a higher level of real time
trust and content awareness to
prevent the mishandling of this
sensitive data.

About Metalogix
Metalogix provides industry-recognized management tools for mission-critical collaboration
platforms. These tools are engineered and
supported by experts committed to the rapidly
evolving deployment and operational success of
our clients.
Metalogix’ world-class tools and client service
have proven to be the most effective way to
manage increasingly complex, and exponen-

Superior Approach, Superior
Results
The combination of the complexity
of content collaboration and the
risks associated with security
breaches results in a need for far
more sophisticated security and
compliance solutions. Metalogix
Sensitive Content Manager is the first
solution to leverage the Metalogix
next generation machine learning
engine to provide a deeper level of
insight and analysis into the location
and nature of sensitive content.

tially growing metadata and content across
collaboration platforms.
For over a decade, Metalogix has developed the
industry’s best and most trusted management
tools for SharePoint, Exchange, and Office 365,
backed by our globally acknowledged live 24x7
support. Over 20,000 clients rely on Metalogix
Tools every minute of every day to monitor,
migrate, store, synchronize, archive, secure, and
backup their collaboration platforms.
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Ready to Go Out of the Box
Thanks to the machine learning
technologies powering Metalogix
Sensitive Content Manager, the
solution is ready to go from day one.
Lengthy consultative configuration
exercises such as rule configuration
are now a thing of the past. With
Metalogix Sensitive Content Manager
you get instant protection and an
immediate start on your return on
investment.

Metalogix is a Microsoft Gold Partner, an EMC
Select Partner, and a GSA provider. Our Client
Service division of certified specialists is the
winner of the prestigious NorthFace ScoreBoard
Award for World Class Excellence in Customer
Service.
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